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ABSTRACT
.A rule-based system to make illfelences
about ~CTU~VPUI
images is int reduced.
Given a digitized document ‘mage, the JVS
tern controls the analysis of the document, and identifLes al! the
diJerent
printed
regions
in the document
image.
I,ogical
“blocks” of info) mation on the document image are interpreted
and classifLed by lhis system which then
as output a?[
cditablr descl ipticw 0-f the entile document.
The system uses a
goal directed top down appoach.
and utilizes a three-level
luLe
hiera? ch y t 0 implement its con t 701 St rat egy.
p?QduCeS

1. INTRODUCTION
Document
understanding
is a tash that is analogous
to
speech understanding
and image understanding.
A document,
more specifically a printed document, has printed text, line drawings, half-tone
pictures, graphs, icons, etc. .4s a domain for serious research, document understanding
has been gaining in importance over the years.
Early interest in this field was primarily
because of the
need to store and transmit
large volumes of information
that are
contained
in documents.
A need was felt to be able to code the
information
in the documents,
and then to store/transmit
this
code such that the document image can then be reconstructed
at
another
site. Several document
encoding
techniques
have been
developed
for this purpose.
Efforts have also been made to
develop new techniques
for analyzing
individual
components
of
a document with a view to deciding whether a given component
I\ composed of text or graphics. Different segmentation
techniques
ha\ e been proposed, and used, to varying degrees of success.
Relevant work in this area include the use of a non-linear
run-length
smoothing
algorithm
for the segmentation
and
classification
of digitized printed documents
into regions of’ text
and images [NTong, Casey and Wahl, 19821. A survey on document image analysis [Srihari, 19861 gives a comprehensive
overview of hnou-n
techniques
in all aspects of document
image
analysis.
A discussion of techniques
used in analyzing
pieces of’
letter-mail
to locate the destination
address can be found in
[Srihari et al, 19851.
A more recent interest II document understanding
is that of
trying
to design systems
\~Iiich embody knowledge
about the
basic structure
of different
hinds of documents
and use this
hnowledge
1,) analyze and identify the different components
of a
document.
Such a system would tie in together various aspects of
document
image analysis,
like edge segmentation,
filtering,
et .
along M 11h a high-level
control
structure
that interprets
the
document
image uith the help of these image processing opera1 hlq worh Was supported in part b?: the United States Postal Ser\-Ice Con
trllct lO42.N) WM.3349

and

by

the Xerox Webster Research Center.

tions. \ hno\\‘ledgembased
system that can direct the cld\\ificdtinn
of the different entities on a document image and decide M hen an
un~lmhigu,~u% classification
of all the relevant
entities has been
,~cl~~e~ed. IS one of the major goals in the field of document
iinderst,lnding.
hnow,ledge-based
systems
have been used in the past in
various domains [Barr and I’eigenbaum,
19821. One of the first
hnov..ledge-based
systems
\vas W-Cl\‘, u-hich illustrated
ho\\.
kno\vledge
gleaned from experts could be represented in the form
of production
rules that could be used in medical diagnosis
[Huchanan
and Shortliffe,
19841.
I’he use of hnovliledge-based
systems
for image analysis
include an expert system for 10~
level image segmentation
of \ isual scenes [Yazif and I.e\.in?.
19841 and a rule-based system for aerial imagery [McReo\\ n, ILti
19851. Rule-based
strategies
for im‘ig<
vey and McDermott,
interpretation
have been proposed in [N’eymouth,
Griffin, ILITX~I~
and Riseman, 19831, and a knowledge-based
computer vision svs
tern has been described
in [Levine, 19781. The application
of
knowledge-based
techniques
to document
image understanding
have been discussed
in [Kubota,
lwaki
and Arakawa.
19841,
lvhich describes the application
of a production
system concept to
an experimental
document
understanding
system,
and more
recently
in [Nags, Seth and Stoddard,
19851 which proposes the
use of >;-Y trees for the representation
of information
about a
document
image.
We propose here a kno\\ ledge-based system that is organized
as a production
system with different
levels of‘ production
rules
that perform an analysis of a document image, and interpret and
classify
the various regions of‘ printed matter on the document.
The input to this system is a digitized document
image, and the
output is an editable description of the document.
This paper first describes (in Section 2) the overall architecture of the system, and then gives details about the various components of the system. The innards of the knowledge
base, the
control structure,
the inputs to the system and the outputs of the
system are explained. Section 3 describes techniques by which the
system deals with uncertainty.
In Section 4, some actual rules
(in Prolog) used in the system are shown and explained. Section 5
describes actual results obtained so far using the rule-based svsrem. A discussion on the applicability
of rule-based systems to
the docur lent understanding
problem follows in Section 6.
2. ARCHITECTURE

OF THE SYSTEM

The knowledge-based
system that we are de\-eloping is composed of two basic parts : the hnowledge
Base and the Control
Structure.
The input to the system consists of‘ the document
image data.
The Control Structure
(Inference
l:ngine) uses the
hnow ledge contained
in the hnom ledge Hase along v, ith its control strategy
to mahe inferences
about the document
from the
gilen image data. The output of the system 15 a descriptive
classification
of the various identifiable printed regions, or blocks
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tested belore the original
hypothesis
can be considered
to be
justified. Thus, an entire set of backward-chaining
processes are
set up, and the system only reaches a satisfactory
conclusion
when all these processes have run to completion.
2.1.

INPUTS

TO THE SYSTEM

.4s mentioned
above, the initial input to the knowledgebased system consists of data obtained from low-level
image segmentation
and filtering
performed
on the original
document
image. This data is composed of two parts : Descriptions
of the
characteristics
of each region of printed matter on the image, and
a Relational
Data Structure
which represents the spatial relationships between each of these regions. The regions identified b?: the
initial
segmentation
and filtering
process may not, ho\\eever,
always represent the logical Mocks that the hnowledge-based
system would
attempt
to classify.
Thus, an intermediate
step is
necessary to combine/ split up these regions as necessary so as to
arrive at the logical blochs required
by the rule-based
system.
This mtermediate
step js bn\l\\ II ;LS Region-Merging.
This step
essentially
combines
individual
letters (connected
components
identified
by the initial
segmentation)
into words, lines and
The outputs of the regionfinally paragraphs
(logical “blocks”).
merging process are the descriptions
and relational data structures
for the logical printed blocks in the document image.
in the document
image.
Figure 1 shows a sample document
Image that is input to the system and the editable description
(As Figure 1 indicates, it is possible
that is output by the system.
to “reconstruct”
the document from its editable description;
however, the current system provides no facilities for this, but rather
concentrates
on the problem of analyzing
the original
image to
obtain the description.)
The control flow in the overall document
understanding
is first digitized
and the
svstem is as follows
: the document
resulting digital image is segmented to obtain data about the various printed
regions in the document.
This data includes
the
Intrinsic
properties
(e.g., shape, size, aspect ratio, etc.> of each of
the identified regions, as well as the spatial relationships
between
the various identified regions in the document
image. The control
structure
then uses the knowledge
base to examine this data, and
attempts
to arrive at a consistent
classification
for each of the
identified regions, or blocks.
The system consists of three levels of rules : Knowledge
Rules, Control Rules and Strategy
Rules. The knowledge
rules
contain knowledge
about the intrinsic
properties
of the various
regions of a document
image, and also the spatial relationships
between these regions. The control rules decide what knowledge
rules are to be executed and in what order, and thus act as focusof-attention
mechanisms
to guide the search towards
a more
efficient resolution.
The strategy
rules supervise the entire search
and classification
process, and determine what control rules are to
be executed at any given time and in what order. Strategy
rules
also determine
whether
a consistent
interpretation
of the image
has been obtained.
If the data from the initial segmentation
of the image is not
sufficient
for an unambiguous
interpretation
of the document
image, then the system decides to obtain more data from the
given image. Thus, any further
image processing operations that
are required are progressively
invoked under the supervision
of
the inference engine. These operations could include further segmentation of the image, color filtering, text reading, etc.
4 goa-driven
(top-down)
approach
is used by this system,
% hrch uses a hypothesize-and-test
strategy for arriving at its con(luslon\.
Thus. the system
makes hypotheses
about different
~ntermedtate conclusions
and chains backwards
through the rules
in order to test the hypotheses.
In trying to satisfy a hypothesis,
wJme
other hypotheses
may be generated
which
must first be
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2.2.

THE KNOWLEDGE

BASE

The knowledge
base for this system consists of a set of
rules that embody knowledge
about the general characteristics
about document
images. These rules are expressed in terms of
predicates
in first order
predicate
logic. The rules in the
knowledge
base are called Knowledge
Rules. These rules define
the general characteristics
expected of the usual components
of a
document
image, and the usual relationships
between such components in the image. For example, in a document
like the cover
page of a journal
article (shown
in Figure 2 (a>>, thr various
blocks of printed matter correspond
to the journal
banner, the
title of the article, the names of the authors, the abstract, section
headings, various paragraphs,
perhaps one or more line drawings
or figures or tables, footnotes,
etc. (These different
blocks are
shon n in Figure 2 (b)). Also, the usual relationships,
e.g., the title
being abo\le the author names, the abstract being above the first
p;rragraph
of text, the footnotes being at the bottom of the page,
etc. are generally
true of such documents.
Intrinsic
properties,
l~he the block-to-white
pixel ratio for half-tone
figures in the
image being larger than the corresponding
ratio for text, are also
true 111 general
for such blocks. From such known
facts about
these kinds of document images, rules are constructed
that can be
by the inference engine to make inferences about the varinus identified “blocks” on the given document image.
used

2.3.

THE CONTROL

STRUCTURE

The control structure
for the rule-based system consists of
an inference
engine which
uses the knowledge
base to make
uf~~mbrguous inferences about the classification
of various blocks
in a given document
image.
The inference
engine is also ruleha\ed, and contains two levels of rules : Control Rules and Strategy Rules. These rules regulate
the analysis
of the document
image, and decide when a consistent interpretation
of the image
ha\ been obtained. The inference engine uses a top-down approach
in arril-ing
at its solution, since the solution space is not very
large, and a lot of knowledge
exists (in the knowledge
base)
about the domain. A backward-chaining
process is used by the
control structure.
The rules comprising
the inference engine are also coded in
terms of predicates
in first-order
predicate
logic. The control
structure
determines
the order in which these rules are executed
in order to test various conditions effectively.
Control rules can

.
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be “focus-of-attention”
rules or “meta-rules”.
For example, at any
given stage of the analysis, control rules can decide that all the
relevant knowledge
rules for footnotes be executed so as to test
whether the given bloch. say bl, is a footnote. Strategy rules can
guide the search in a more general way, i.e., they can determine
what strategy is to be followed
at any given time for analyzing
the image. This means that the strategy rules determine what the
order of execution of the control rules will be.
It is important
to note here that the control structure
of the
system is actually
more than just a set of production
rules. Prolog, which is used to implement
the rule-based system, has been
used here as a sophisticated
programming
language, and various
intricate features of this language have been put to use for monitoring and controlling
the different levels of production
rules.
3. REPRESENTATION

OF UNCERTAINTY

The system has to deal with many situations where a combination of rules, rather than a single rule, lends credence to a
particular
hypothesis.
Thus, the success of each of these rules
adds evidence towards
that hypothesis.
If the total evidence
obtained from the successful
rules is sufficiently
high, then the
hypothesis
is assumed
to be true, and the next stage in the
Jnalysis process can then be tackled with the assumption
that the
given hypothesis
has been confirmed.
To deal with
such a
scenario, each Knowledge
Rule in the system is given a certain
‘confidence value” between 0 and 1. When the knowledge
rules
1or testing the characteristics
of a certain type of block are execu ted, the confidence values for all the rules that succeed are
.IJded up. The sum thus obtained indicates the “certainty
factor”
tor the conclusion obtained from the control rule which invoked
these knowledge
rules. This certainty
factor
is used for the
purpose of ordering the conclusions
at any given stage so that the
,more likely conclusions
can be examined in further detail before
lthe less lihely ones. This has the effect of making the search pro.ess more efficient, thus reducing execution time in the system.

lvhen

One possible inconvenience
in this representation
is that
a set of new rules are added to the system, the relative

Logical

blocks identified

in the

sample document

importance
of the existing
rules may change, and thus the
“confidence value” for the existing rules may have to be altered.
1‘0 counter
this problem, an even more robust scheme for the
representation
of uncertainty
is currently
under consideration.
I‘his scheme is based to a large extent on the representation
used
in the IXMliS scheme proposed in [Wesley and Hanson, 19821. In
this representation,
the evidence for a hypothesis
is maintained
in
two parts : the Support (evidence in favor of the hypothesis)
and
the Plausibility
(evidence against the hypothesis).
The e\%ience IS
thus maintained
as a pair [SUPT,PL] where SUPT = Supl%)rt ;lnd
PI. = Plausibility.
The confidence value associated with ~lnv rule
can therefore
be a positive or a negative number.
ln~~~i:\ r11e
SUPT value for a control rule is 0, and the PL value I< 1. \I 11rln
the knowledge
rules are executed, the positive evidence 14 .~&ird
to the SUPT value, and the negative evidence is subtracted
I I 8~1
the PL value. The final analysis of the hypothesis
is thu\ done
based on both the evidence in favor of the hypothesis
as w ell .IS
the evidence against it. This scheme has the advantage
o! ~XII‘~
able to distinguish
between
negative evidence and no evidence.
Implementation
of this uncertainty
representation
scheme 1s
planned in the next stage of the system development
process.
4. THE RULES
The rule-based
system
has been implemented
in Prolog,
which has built-in
machanisms
for backward
chaining
through
its rules that are expressed as predicates in first-order logic [Clocksin and Mellish, 19811. As mentioned above, the production
rules
used in this system are of three kinds : Knowledge
Rules, Control
Rules, and Strategy
Rules. Examples of each of these kinds of
rules are given in Figures 3, 4 and 5. Brief explanations
of these
rules are given below.
Detailed explanations
of the Prolog code
have been avoided for the sake of brevity, but can be obtained by
referring
to (Clocksin
and Mellish, 1981) or any other book on
Prolog.
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isblockc’dest-address’,B)

Figure 3.1 shows a set of unary knowledge
rules, I.e., rules
that test the intrinsic characteristics
of a block. In this example,
the rules state that IF the block is black-and-white
in color (i.e.,
Jter extracting
the ‘hue, ’ ‘intensity’ and ‘saturation’ of the block
hv means of color filtering, IF we find that the ‘saturation’ value
IS yero), TILES the hypothesis
that the block is a destination;rddress gets strengthened
by the amount 0.25 .

:color([K 1 ,K2,K3]),
bl-and-wh(K1
,K2,K3),
B is 0.25.

bl_and_wh(X~[HlfTl]~H2~2]~H3~3]])

:extract-b-w(T3).

extract_b_w([H4/T4])
Fig. 3.1

Unary

Frgure 3.2 shows a binary
knowledge
rule, i.e., one that
tests the spatial relationships
between different
blocks. In this
example, the rule states that IF a block B has been found to be a
poStage stamp with a certainty
factor X2, and if block A is to the
left of and below block B, THEN the hypothesis
that bloch A is a
destination
address gets strengthened
by the amount 0.3 times \2.

:- H4 == 0.
Knowledge

blockc’dest-address’,A,Xl>

Rules

:-

Figure 4 shows a set of control rules. In this example, the
state that
to find the total certainty
factor
for the
hypothesis
that the given block is block type X, the system
should execute all the ‘isblock’ rules for the bloch type 1 and
then add up the ‘confidence’ values for all the rules that succeed.
The sum thus obtained then gives the desired certainty
factor.

blockc’postage-stamp’,B,X2),
left-of(A,B),
below(A,B),
Xl is 0.3 * X2.
Fig. 3.2

Binary

findblock(X,Y)

:-

addup([],Y > :addup([H/f],Y)

:-

findall(X,G,J

:-

findall(,,l.)

:-

collectfound
collect-found(L,L).
getnextoi)
Fig. 4

:-

Knowledge

Rule

Y = 0.
addup(T,Z),
Y is H + Z.

The strategy
rule shown
here queries the user on what
kind of block is to be identified, and prints out an Intermediate
result. This is a simplification
of the actual process where inputs
are all taken from files, and the outputs are composed and put
into files.

asserta(found(mark)),
call(G),
asserta(found(Xi)),
fail.
collectfound([],M),
:- getnext(

!, L = M.

5. RESULTS

!, collectfound([XB],L).

retract(found(X)),

!, X == mark.

Control Rules

decide(X)

you like to identify

:- datablocks(
try(X,Z).

try<XJ> :try(XIHp])
try(XLHfr])

fail.
:- tryone(X,H).
:- try(X,T).

tryone(X,Y)

:- reconsult(Y),
identify(X,Yi).

identifN(X,Y)
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Figure 5 shows a strategy
rule. In this example, the rule
represents
the most straighforward
strategy,
i.e., to find a bloch
of type X from among all the blocks in the image, the system
should apply the control rules given in Figure 4 to all the data
blochs in the image. The order in which the blocks are tested is
which is dynamically
determined
by the ordered list datablds,
modified during
the execution
of the program and contains the
block names in decreasing
order of the likelihood
of the block
being of type S.

findall(Z,isblock(X,Z),L),
addup(L,Y).

begin :- p&“What
type of block would
read(X), X == end-of-file,
decide(X),
begin.

Fig. 5

rules

:- findblock(X,Z),
nl,
pstr(“The “1, write(X),
@r-C” is : “>, write(Y),
pstr(” with certainty
= “1, write(Z),nl,nl.

Strategy Rule
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The expert system described
is implemented
on a i’.A.\11’ 780 running
UNIX. The rule-based
system is written
in Prolog, and uses low-level
image analysis
routines written
in (’ as
w.ell as intermediate
image processing routines written
in Lisp.
The rule-based
system currently
contains ninety three rules. Of
the\e, fifty seven are knowledge
rules, twenty
five are control
rules and the remaining
eleven are strategy
rules. The domain
for testing has so far been that of postal mail-pieces.
The system
was used in trying
to locate the destination
address block on
pieces of letter-mail.
The location of all the other blocks on the
envelope image was also done in the process. The usual block
classifications
in this domain include ‘destination
address, ‘return
address’, ‘postage stamp’, ’markup label’, ‘other text’, ‘graphics’, etc.
A variety
of standard
and non-standard
mail-pieces
that cannot
be handled
by the U.S. Postal Service’s current
OCR machines,
were digitized
and used as inputs to the system. A reasonably
high degree of accuracy
(over 80%) was achieved in this domain.
A sample of the kind of envelope images used in the testing of
the program is given in Figure 6. In the example shown, the system successfully
classified
the destination
address,
and also
identified all the other blocks correctly.
For the envelope images
used, the rule-based
system achieved an “understanding”
rate of
approximately
one image per second; efforts are under way to
improve this rate so that the system can be more effectively
used
as a practical tool for document understanding.
Addition
of new rules for a larger variety
of domains has
been done, and more rules are continually
being incorporated
into
the system.
Creating
rules for a wider set of domains poses no
specific problems except that some of the rules have to be made
more general (e.g., instead of trying to find an “address block”,
the same rules now try to locate a “block containing
an address”,

Fig. 6

Example

of envelope
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image input for system

thus allowing
for the existence of such a block in various kinds
of documents).
Further improvements
are also being made to the
handling of uncertainty,
as mentioned above.
6. DISCUSSION
The
Lx-isdom of’ using
production
rules
to represent
knon ledge has heen the topic of discussion
among many AI
researchers.
1lYClS, an earlv expert system, used production
rules
to encode hnowledge
about diseases caused by certain types of
bacterial
infection.
Since then, many rule-based expert systems
have been successfully
developed
for various
domains.
In the
domain
document
understanding,
a rule-based
system
IS
extremely
elegant because unlike natural
scenes, documents
are
very structured
in character,
and thus knowledge
about features
of documents
can be very effectively
formulated
in terms of‘ production rules.

E.Riseman,
“Rule
Proceedings
of

There are other advantages
to using production
rules in
document image understanding.
First, it is easy to apply either an
additional
strategy
to a region that is hard to interpret
with
onnly one strategy, or a retry process habing modified parameters.
since
maintenance
becomes
easier,
Second,
software
addition/modification
of rules is a relatively
simple process that
does not disrupt
the rest of the system. Third, in a production
system the processing is not carried out over the entire image uniformly,
but only on necessary segments; thus, high efficiency i?
achieved.
All these reasons make production
rule-based
system4
eminently
suitable
for use in the domain of document
under
standing.
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